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The following two serious instants concerning driving has come to our notice�

(1) An elderly gentleman in his 90s using a walking aid was attempting to cross�
the service road from the footpath to shopping parade by the post box when a car�
wishing to turn round, drove into the service road intending to later reverse back�
out. The gentleman was so startled he lost his balance and fell badly.  The driver�
just wound down his window, asked if he was OK but never offered to help him�
up or checked if really was OK. He just reversed out and went on his way.�

(2) Another gentleman in his 70s was walking on the pavement near the shops�
when a car mounted the kerb near him. As he ‘jumped’ out of the way he too lost�
his balance and again the driver just carried on. This gentleman said there were�
cars  parked on the opposite side of the road and another car was overtaking�
these when a car coming from the opposite direction at speed mounted the pave-�
ment rather than ‘giving way’ to the other car. We’re monitoring both situations�

Scam Letter:�
We have also been advised of a company that contacts the present owner of a�
house asking if they know the previous owner now lives as they are trying to�
trace them regarding an inheritance.  This is a potential Scam. If  you receive a�
letter like this please contact the Police on� “101”� and report it.  From what we�
understand, the Police are aware of this Scam and also monitoring it.�

Beware of Rogue Tradesman or Trade Cards:�
Now the summer months are here, please beware of people calling offering to do�
work for cash or cards that are put through the door.  If you have a card through�
your door always check it has a�landline telephone number and address� on it.�
If it only has mobile telephone numbers�DO NOT CONTACT THEM� as this�
card could easily belong to a rogue tradesman.�

A Newsletter, together with Brentwood Borough Council Refuse Calendar�
that we have reproduced for Members will be delivered to your door during�
the week beginning the 25th April.2016.�
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